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DON’T BREAK FAITH BEFORE YOU BREAKTHROUGH
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GENESIS 39:1-3
When Joseph was taken to Egypt by the Ishmaelite traders, he was purchased by
Potiphar, an Egyptian officer. Potiphar was captain of the guard for Pharaoh, the
king of Egypt. The Lord was with Joseph, so he succeeded in everything he did as
he served in the home of his Egyptian master. Potiphar noticed this and realized
that the Lord was with Joseph, giving him success in everything he did.

SOMETIMES GOD HAS TO BREAK YOU TO REMAKE YOU
1.
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Don’t play the ________ game.

You don’t blame your way to a better life.
2. Build up to ___________________.
The most the important aspect is…. “ Just don’t give up”
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The most the important aspect is…. “ Just don’t give up”
GALATIONS 6:9
So let’s not get tired of doing what is good. At just the right time we will
reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t give up.
HARVEST = TRUCK LOAD
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3. Be faithful with your__________.

3. Be faithful with your__________.
GENESIS 39:6
So Potiphar gave Joseph complete administrative responsibility over
everything he owned. With Joseph there, he didn’t worry about a
thing—except what kind of food to eat!
BLANKS: BLAME, BREAKTHROUGH, LITTLE
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